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ABSTRACT 

The study emphasizes that political power is the generalized social function of making decisions 

for the whole global society in accordance with the interests of those who dominate the power system, 

and to ensure the fulfillment by the sovereign authority  and by means of public force. The exercise of 

power is the central dynamic in the process of social organization, we should note, in the same time, 

that the power does not characterize all the social relations and that, conversely, there are types and 

forms of such relationships that are established and manifested in the absence of power. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Any organized social group implies the existence among its members of a multitude of 

relationships (of interest, solidarity, attraction or conf1ict etc.), of which the power one  have 

a special role, totally distinct from unlimited range of  social  relationships in large human 

groups and complex layered. Regarding societies it may state that they are "multiple 

sociological power networks, that overlap and intersect". As we shall see, there is a unbreakable 

bond between any form of social organization - from the simplest up to macrogroups - and the 

power relationship, that maks extremely  necessary a careful analysis and  unprejudiced of this 

phenomenon (Borowski, 2013; Vlăduţescu, 2014). Before we worrying about the specifics of 

this relationship, it is good to point out that there is already a considerable literature on this 

field, that the sociological alalysis of power just started, mostly in the past three decades in the 

western literature and that,  in the former states with totalitarian communist regimes, the 

treatment of the subject, although not fully missed, it was strongly influenced by Marxist 

slogans or pseudomarxiste, or simply, the party propaganda, simplistic, rudimentary and 

without any content at all ana1itic . It is therefore certain the connection between any type of 

social organization, any of the forms as complex as of  aggregation of some  human groups and 

existence of some patterns of power (Neacşu, 2005; Frigioiu, 2010). However, this does not 

entitle us to say that all human relationships are, in one way or another reducible to relations 

of power. "Every social act is an exercise of power, every social relationship is a balance of 

power and each group or socia1 system is an organization of power" (Marvin, 1993, p. 13). 
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 2.  SOME FEATURES OF POWER RELATIONSHIP 
 

A first distinction that we will introduce will necessarily be linked to the quality and 

balance of such relationships; those of them which are characterized by equality of roles or by 

their interchangeable character within the same report, certainly  are not power relations. More 

simply, where there are no sustainable hierarchies and enforced as such by law or in a common 

law, we are not dealing with the phenomenon of power (Nowicka-Skowron & Radu, 2014; 

Smarandache & Vlăduţescu, 2014; Vlăduţescu, 2014). A statement such as the one cited above 

tends to give us the power to be ubiquitous, being the glue, cohesion element or of 

manifestation in any socia1 group, permanence of any act or fact which occurs in human 

groups.  

There were, however, always there, especially in the contemporary world, a multitude of 

voluntary associations, impermanent, without term or a short-term,  ephemeral, which are not 

marked by power and not show through. Among the simplest and most common are those 

related to common concerns, individual or group affinities, spontaneous and without severe 

and precise codes, arisen to meet the needs of spiritual or otherwise, but not directed and 

centrally organized, it can not use on the members any external constraint, outside of their will 

or free choice. From this range, practically extended to any human group, belongs also the 

relations of affection, love, preceding the establishment of future families.  

There is a temptation to consider them and the latter as marked by power, especially if a 

part prevails / dominate over the other, because of feelings of power or of a more pronounced 

wills. Someone, she or he takes advantage, for example, in a sentimental relationship of 

dependency of other party, of subjugation that can arise at some point from the act of devotion 

of beloved person, especially if the feelings are not shared (as it happens often) by both of 

members of the couple.  

It is the eternal problem of sentimental dramas, old as humanity exists, which arise from 

the fact that one party does not respond to the same extent, but looking to take advantage of 

her blindness and other tyrannically dominate. It would be tempting to consider this rule as a 

fact of power, especially  that it can occur as abusive and discretionary demanding 

unconditional obedience and fulfillment the whim of the other party (Vlăduţescu & Ciupercă, 

2013; Traistaru & Avram, 2014; Siminică & Traistaru, 2013). But what distinguishes the most 

the tyrannical domination from a sentimental relationship  of a genuine fact of power comes 

from the aleatory nature and ephemeral of the first relationship, that has no relevance outside 

the couple; unlike her, the power relation is neither ephemeral nor random, and even if it refers 

to small groups will reverberate usually the larger ensembles than a couple. 

In reality, it is about influence in sentimental relationships, which is mutual or non-

permanent, cannot be recorded as a fact of power. As we see, when the influence is exercised 

unevenly and permanently from one direction or in the benefit of a party and, possibly to the 

detriment of the other, then it is the source of a power relationship. The permanent human 

groups, narrower or broader, based on hierarchies and distinct interests and long-term, with 

specific ways of organizing recorded in rituals or laws and where the forms of activity are not 

arising from spontaneous convictions or occasional, but rather, are directed by individuals or 

groups and executed by other persons or groups, even if latter of these do not always want this 

and would be even tempted to resist, are clearly characterized by power. "It must be clear - 

states Robert Bierstedt - that it takes power to entrench association, to guarantee continuity, 

strengthen the rules ... In short, the power supports the  fundamental order of society and social 

organization within  it ... Without power there is no organization or order.  
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The introduction of the time dimension and circumstance demands require continuous 

readjustments in the structure of each association and power is that one that supports it along 

these transition. "In everyday life, every individual and every social group evolves under the 

influence and, in turn, they influence, having a distinct role, the two essential relations forms - 

of power and out of power. Social life cannot be imagined and understood properly without 

this  endless polychrome of human relationships that are mutually conditioned influenced  

throughout the existence, without ever to be recorded the ultimate triumph and finally of a form 

of association over another because that would make, practically, any coexistence impossible. 

As one cannot imagine a social life balanced and sustainable into the ephemeral, of the 

spontaneous and occasional associations, of casual relations and arising exclusively from 

goodwill of  all (which is not obtainable), so there cannot be a social climate controlled by 

mechanistic principles, in which the spontaneity and free will to be absent. The great error, 

with disastrous consequences for many societies, of totalitarian regimes consisted, essentially, 

in temptation (never fully realized) to dominate by brute force and an absolute control - material 

and spiritual - on some peoples, liquidating any spark of imagination and creative spirit, of 

spontaneity and free consent association. Returning to power relations, we see that their 

distinctive features cannot be separated from their sustainable (a certain character standing), 

asymmetry or inequality of roles between members of different groups composing, dependency 

of hierarchies, rules or rituals, the existence of a centralism ( more or less pronounced) arose, 

in turn, from the specific modes of organization. 

 All of these have their spiritual counterpart in theories more or less developed, which, 

at times national or international, take the form of certain doctrines or ideologies. Power 

relations are asymmetrical in that the power holder exercises a greater control over the behavior 

of subjects than reverse, but influence reciprocity - criteria for defining social relationships - is 

never completely destroyed, except those forms of physical violence, where, although led 

against a man, it does not treat him only as a physical object. 

 However, the asymmetry of power relationships is often exacerbated up to, that logic is 

nonsense to speak of "bilateral" relationships of power or  "power equality" in negotiations or 

conflicts. Another author, Peter Blau, argues that "mutual interdependence and influence of 

equal power indicate lack of power". This asymmetry of power relationships indicates that 

power resources are unequal distributed and, also,  clearly indicates that such a relationship 

cannot work without division leaders-led regardless of the nature of the society in which it 

manifests (Btau, 1969, p. 308). The  potential difference between various members of human 

community members makes effective this relationship. 

The potential difference in the power relationship makes various authors (R. Bierstedt, 

A. Etzioni, etc.) to compare the power with an electric current: so as it cannot be transmitted 

without a  potential difference between the two poles, so power cannot manifest without 

division leaders-led, based, therefore, on the roles differentiation. At the same time, as incorrect 

handling of the electrical power supply may cause serious injury, inobservance of roles or 

recalcitrant of those who do not obey can attract negative sanctions of the power (Măgureanu, 

1997; Strechie, 2014; Kot, Grabara & Kolcun, 2014; Bajdor & Grabara, 2014). However, the 

asymmetry of power relationships should not be generalized, though it represents their main 

feature; if we treat power relationships as being exclusively hierarchical and laterally, overlook 

a whole category of relationships between individuals or groups that 

control of a person or group over others in relation to a certain domain can be balanced by the 

control of the others in a different domain (Grabara, Modrak & Dima, 2014). Only in a 

totalitarian regime in which the control of various resources are concentrated in fewer hands 

we can speak of a pronounced asymmetry of the relationships between power holders and 
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majority almost spoliated of any rights and freedoms. But even there, it turned out, there was a 

certain interfluency  of power between bureaucratic groups of power of the communist regime. 

It was talked, often, about the lack of power of the unions of the communist regime and even 

there was, in public opinion, an attitude of persiflage of them for their lack of efficiency, 

however, union bureaucracy  had a role in the limits imposed by regime, and material funding 

handled by them were not sever modest (Dima & Man, 2014; Craig, 2014; Powell, 2014).  

In a democracy however, dividing areas between parties can often be the result of some 

legislation of  constitutional nature or, other times,  of the understandings, in turn, preceded by 

an open fight for power. Thus, the term "power interfluency" was proposed for relationships 

characterized by a balance of power and a distribution of domains between the parties. It differs 

from "full power", in which the decision-making and action initiatives are centralized and 

monopolized by a single party (Gîfu & Teodorescu, 2014). "Power interfluency exists where 

the power of each party in a relationship is counteracted by the others, the procedures of 

reaching to agreement or joint decision-making, procedures which govern their relationships 

when it is talking about  issues that affect both of them objectives and interests. 

Is known, the fully power  (or absolute) carries serious risks of possible abuses or 

corruption acts, or worse, power and its representatives can be outside, above and even against 

the society that they claim to serve. All analysts who examines the phenomenon of power get 

the question, more or less well made: Who leads the leaders, who keepeth his guards, who 

oversee the overseers? The assumption behind the question is that the leaders’ power to decide  

cannot be discreetly removed, entirely in human societies. There where fully power is stable 

and recognized as inevitable in at least some situations or domains, as in the case of state power 

in modern societies, the attempts to limit it can be made also in the sense of trying  transforming 

of fully power in a system of interfluency power. Within complex human groups is inherent 

the social division regarding the management of various forms of activity; here is inevitably to 

occur asymmetries and unequal of roles between different categories of individuals (Milca, 

2001; Radu, 2014; Gîfu, 2014).  

The greater the complexity of the human community  deepens also the mentioned 

division and power relationships will become the necessary framework, the most 

comprehensive in the communities level of the same type, which will integrate and manage all 

the other forms of leadership and management of the activities of any way. It can imagine 

driving any specific form of activity, but the power manifests as global factor and integrator. It 

thus becomes the matrix of a certain social body in everything it manifests more significant. 

The power generating - given mentioned inequality of the roles between those who lead and 

those who obey within the power relationship - it must not, necessarily rely on force or 

coercion. There are other sources or means by which it can be heard, such as economic 

resources (utilities) or normative, etc. .. It supports, even, that the power finally use force when 

other economic levers or moral – are not effective. The power involves, by definition, the 

ability to reduce resistance against its goals, it is not thereby, necessarily coercive in order to 

eliminate all alternatives to the required line. 

Any power can be potentially coercive, but, usually it is exercised by closing some 

alternative and making less attractive others. As Amitai Etzioni observed, the majority of those 

who exercise power they must choose not between getting voluntary fulfillment of tasks or  

using of force, not between fulfillment of some directives or the application of power, but rather 

to decide which of the types of power must applied. "A societal unit is more active as applying 

power intensity is lower, how societal action is based on a more on a genuine consensus and 

the more types of used power are less alienated" (Olsen, Martin N. Marger, 1993). 
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3.  CONCLUSION 

The power not only support one or other of the resources available to a human 

community, but, typically relies on most of them; it gives to society  stable aims  and  strives 

to form lasting beliefs. The power values are, actually the quintessence of the other forms and 

levels of manifestation on axiological plan so that, often in organization of a social majority 

consensus, the power will use general considerations, strategic, not omitting  but none of those 

belonging of tradition history, moral or cultural. 
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